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Fezner Fishing tools

(3 reviews)

Item Code: Fezner Fishing tools

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 42 Cm

width 16 Cm

high 7 Cm

volume weight 1008.00 g

[Full set with bag] The full set includes: 1 fishing rod pole (2.1 meters/7 feet), 1 spinning wheel, 1
fishing line (333 feet/100 meters), 1 accessory box (line connector, various Bait and hook), 1 carrying
case. The complete set of perfect fishing combination is specially designed for novices, which means
there is no need to buy any other fishing tackle. 
[Telescopic fishing rod] Good elasticity, high-quality carbon fiber and glass fiber mix, make your
fishing rod strong and durable. The stainless steel hooded fishing reel seat is resistant to seawater
corrosion; this product ensures your comfort. The telescopic fishing rod is portable, and the closed
length design is convenient to carry. Power: Medium, suitable for fishing in the sea, lakes, rivers, and
ponds! 
[Spinning fishing reel] The rotating fishing reel has a high speed of 5.2:1 and a smooth take-up rate,
making it more likely to land big fish. The sturdy and durable spinning wheel has high performance
and is suitable for experienced beginners and beginners. 
[Multi-purpose] It is very suitable for freshwater bass fishing, sea fishing or sea fishing. Gift to
teenagers or adults who like fishing, you can enjoy weekend hiking, backpacking or traveling with
your family! 
[Popular gifts] This is the perfect gift for grandpa, father, husband, boyfriend, son and anyone
interested in fishing. The beautiful season is approaching, grab a fishing rod kit and enjoy outdoor
fishing with family and friends. Our goal is to provide a more comfortable experience at an affordable
price. If there is a product quality problem, we promise to provide a one-year warranty, free
replacement parts or free gifts
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Product Review

By Christian Hamilton

2021-02-26 11:43:32

Fishing tools

I'm pleasantly surprised how nice and beautiful the case is and how much it can hold inside The companion rod tip is very well
protected inside the case that I feel comfortable in fitting a few more small items in there, it s really comfortable during long w
alks to fishing spots. Easy to installRecommended.

By Candace Curtis

2021-02-26 11:43:28

Fishing tools

This rod will remain in my truck at all times. Very convenient size and once fully extended, all pieces seem to stay in place very
well.

By Jaden Nguyen

2021-02-26 11:43:23

Fishing tools

This is going to be so nice to have on my next camping/fishing trip. I never go camping without a fishing pole and since this ea
sily fits into my backpack, it will free up one of my hands while hiking.Having a hiking pole in one hand and a fishing pole in th
e other, plus a large, heavy backpack on my back is my usual way of hiking. Having one hand free is going to be awesome.Alth
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Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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ough I haven't been fishing or camping yet this year (middle of winter) I plan on getting out a lot this year. So I haven't used th
is rod for actual fishing, but I wound the reel and practiced casting a few times in my driveway.
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